
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【【【【Itinerary Feature】】】】 

＊【＊【＊【＊【Anping Fort】】】】 
In 1624, Dutch built the first fort in Anping, Taiwan, called "Fort 
Zeelandia", now known as Anping Fort, where has been the 
administrative center of the Dutch regime, and the hub for trading. 
The building was originally constructed in square inner fortress and 
rectangle outer walls. In 1661, the fort was renamed as Anping to 
commemorate his home town when Koxinya (Cheng Cheng-Kung) 
has driven the Dutch out of Taiwan. Therefore, Fort Zeelandia was 
also known as "King's Fort" or "Taiwan Fort", nicknamed Anping 
Fort. 

＊【＊【＊【＊【Tainan Confucius Temple】】】】 
The Confucius Temple in Tainan was built in 1666, it was the first Confucius Temple, 
before the end of Manchu Dynasty, it was the location of the highest official institute 
of higher learning in Taiwan. The Taiwan Palace of "Confucianism Study", it owned 
the incompatible position of culture and education, and was called "The Highest 
Institute". The Confucius Temple’s elegant and simple localization characteristic 
takes a distinctive attitude of its own among the Confucius Temples buildings in 
Taiwan. There are fifteen structures inside the Confucius Temple, the primary 
sacrifices in the palace is to Confucius divine tablet, on both sides, the sacrifices are 
to the sixteen pupils of Confucius. 
 
＊＊＊＊【Chi Mei Museum】 
Museum was founded by Chi Mei Industrial Corporation Chairman Wen-Long Shi. 
He had a mission to help people created happy lives. The Collections of the Museum 
are diverse and rich, including: ancient artifacts violins crafted by world-famous 
instrument makers, centuries-old Japanese Samurai, classic painting from Renassance 
and later artistic movement. Besides, it holds a large number of bird and animal 
specimens, At Museum, visitors can experience the finest masterpieces from different 
civilizations and cultures and a broad view of the world. 

【【【【Itinerary Briefing】】】】 
07:45 Hotel Lobby → 08：00 departure → 08：10 The Confucius Temple→09：10 Dr. 

Thomas Barclay Commemorative Park→10：30 Chi Mei Museum→12：00 Lunch 

→13：30 Anping Fort/ Tree House→15：30 return to hotel 


